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Project completion - 2 main components
loaded onto oversize truck, ready tobe transported to Mount Isa Mines

Project completed by fullyqualified fabricators and welders

Master Steel
Effectively Delivers
Critical Steel
Solutions
to Industries

Overview
It is vital for mining companies to keep their operations running. However, contracting overseas
manufacturers to provide steel components for their operations would mean extra-long waiting
time, halting production for four weeks, and incurred revenue losses. This is more apparent as
the COVID-19 pandemic continues to devastate the world and impede transnational travel.
Mount Isa Mines can’t let their operations be at a standstill. In looking for a quick but efficient
solution, they approached Master Steel to help fabricate a converter hood dust hopper.

Main hood steelworks

Main hood - close up of inspection doors

Intermediate chute welded onto
the top of bin enclosure

Approach
With our ISO 3834 accreditation, Master Steel has the technical
competences and qualification to construct mining containers and
contraptions that comply to high industry standards.

� Challenge in Complexity. Master Steel was able to build the
steel components of the main hood dust hopper for Mount Isa
Mines. The project included the fabrication and installation of the
3.22m tall main hood with inspection doors, the two-part chute,
the enclosure with door, and the clam gates housed inside the
enclosure. It was a huge project that was delivered on time and
within budget to client’s satisfaction.
� Criteria Met. Master Steel passed all weld inspections and
assessments conducted on the main hood dust hopper. We
secured all necessary certifications that indicate we met and
complied with the requirements of industry standards. This further
attests to the quality and success of our projects.

Dust Hopper 3D Assembly model

Inspection door 3D model
(handwheel on separate dispatch)

Bin enclosure - close up of door
hinge mechanism

Bin enclosure -close up of clamshell
chute and gates

Bin enclosure -housing a clamshell chute
and transition chute
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Intermediate chute welded onto
the top of bin enclosure

This is Master Steel
We are committed to providing excellence through our ISO 3834-certified methods
of steel fabrication. We are an accredited supplier to the Department of Transport
and Main Roads for MRTS78 – the fabrication of structural steelwork for road and
bridge infrastructure. Master Steel can be relied on to deliver complex steel projects
that can be measured based on time, budget, specifications, and safety.
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